Now is the time!!
Now is the time to celebrate a particular quilting group or friend,
memorialize a quilting legacy or memory, or support your favorite technique
in quilting!
You can do this by sponsoring a show category or individual
achievements. We offer our prize winners stunning award ribbons. Your
sponsorship will be acknowledged at the show and in the QGET newsletter.
Prices are: $50 for a category, $25 for individual awards. The categories
include 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and Honorable Mention ribbons.
Review this list of Ribbon Opportunities and get in touch with Janene Auld
with your check and notes you want to appear in the acknowledgement.
Contact Janene at LJRanch19@gmail.com or 817.454.0501
Categories Available for Sponsorship ($50 – 1, 2, 3, HM)
Large Quilts: (width plus length equals 120 inches or greater; width cannot exceed 110”)
200 Pieced, Appliquéd & Mixed Technique Hand Quilted
300 Pieced, Quilted with a Stationary Machine
400 Appliquéd & Mixed Technique, Quilted with a Stationary Machine
500 Pieced, Quilted with a Track Mounted Machine
600 Appliquéd & Mixed Technique, Quilted with a Track Mounted Machine
Quilts, No Size Limitations, Quilted by any Technique
700 Art Quilt: An Art Quilt is an original design which does not use commercial patterns or previous
works. Design may include but is not limited to a naturescape; a pictorial; an exploration of a concept,
experience, or shape; an experiment in the creative process; an original evolution of a traditional design;
and/or an experimental use of non-traditional media.
800 Modern: Characteristics of modern quilts may include, but are not limited to, the use of bold colors and
prints, high contrast, graphic areas of solid color, improvisational piecing, (design) minimalism, expansive
negative space, and/or non-traditional layouts.
900 Other Techniques: Examples of Other include, but are not limited to, whole cloth, yo-yo, crazy quilt,
digital imagery, and surface design techniques such as embroidery (by hand or machine), thread
painting, surface painting, etc.
Small Quilts: (width plus length equals 119 inches or less)
1100 Pieced, Appliquéd & Mixed Techniques, Hand Quilted
1200 Pieced, Machine Quilted, Stationary or Track Mounted
1300 Appliquéd & Mixed Technique, Machine Quilted, Stationary or Track Mounted
1400 Miniatures: Every element is appropriately reduced in scale; overall quilt size is no larger than 24” x 24”.
Hand or Machine Quilted
Special Award Ribbons ($25)
Exemplary Machine Quilting – Home Machine
Exemplary Machine Quilting – Track Mounted
Exemplary Piecing Award
Exemplary Appliqué Award

